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introduction

language learning materials frequently include group activities and many books and

journals for language teachers recommend that groups be an important part of teachers

instructional repertoire unfortunately group activities sometimes fail because students
lack the skills necessary to function effectively in groups for instance teachers often
find that students do not participate equally in group activities that they do not help one

another that disagreements lead to bad feelings and that groups get off task

but is spending time helping students learn to function together the language

teachers job wouldnt that just be a distraction from our main job of teaching the

language weve already got enough to do wouldnt it be betterjustbetter just to skip using groups
and avoid the headache of trying to get students to work together

in this article we maintain that helping students learn and practice collaborative skills

is not a distraction from language teaching instead the language necessary to use these
skills involves basic language functions such as greetings information requests and
apologies which students will find useful in the many ways they interact with other
people

this article has four parts in the first part we describe the teaching of language
functions in the second part we discuss the teaching of collaborative skills next we

give examples of how in using cooperative learning activities we integrate the teaching
functions with instruction in collaborative skills finally we relate the story of one
student who benefited from such instruction

language functions

the teaching of language functions forms part of the general movement toward
communicative language teaching richards & rodgers 1986 the idea is that the
function of language is to communicate thus language is taught as a means of
communication not as a system of grammatical structures in other words the emphasis
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is on language use rather than language usage and a key aspect of language use are the

functions to which language isis put by its users the functional approach to second

language instruction began in the 1970s finocchiaro and brumfit 1983 describe the

perspective that led to the development of the approach

language was much more appropriately classified in terms of what people

wanted to do with the language functions than in terms of the

grammatical items as in traditional language teaching models p 12

in a functional syllabus rather than using grammatical structures as the basis for

sequencing instruction functions become the unit of language upon which sequencing is

based

key language functions

many lists and categorical systems exist for language functions here is an

abbreviated version of finocchiarosFinocchiaros categorical system finocchiaro & brumfit 1983 ppap
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personal clarifying or arranging ones ideas

1 expressing ones thoughts or feelings love pleasure surprise likes dislikes

distress anger fear sorrow

2 communicating moral intellectual and social concerns

3 expressing everyday feelings of hunger fatigue cold or warmth interpersonal

enabling us to establish and maintain desirable social and working

relationships

4 greetings and leavetakingsleavetakings

5 introducing people to others

6 extending invitations accepting invitations

7 refusing invitations politely or making alternative arrangements

8 apologizing

9 indicating agreement indicating disagreement

10 interrupting another speaker politely

11 complimenting someone

12 expressing gratitude acknowledging gratitude
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directiveclivecfive attempting to influence the actions of others accepting or refusing direction

13 makingmakinmakiomaklo requests

14 making suggestions

15 refusing to accept a suggestion or a request but offering an alternative

16 persuading someone to change their point of view

17 asking for help responding to a plea for help

18 giving instructions responding to instructions

referential talking or reporting about things actions events or people in the

environment in the past or in the future talking about language this is often termed

the metalinguistic function

19 asking for a description of someone or something

20 defining something or a language item asking for a definition

21 requesting facts about events or actionsactions Rereportingreportinreportionportin g facts

22 evaluating the results of an action or an event

imaginative expanding ideas offered by others or by a listening or reading passage

23 creating rhymes poetry stories or plays

24 solving problems or mysteries

teaching language functions

most approaches to teaching language functions use methods which fall under the

general umbrella of communicative language teaching richards & rodgers 1986

important characteristics of such approaches include finocchiaro & brumfit 1983

1 meaning as the focus

2 language taught in context

3 fluency the main aim although accuracy also important

4 cultural appropriacy as a component of accuracy

5 group activities used to provide opportunities for real communication

6 rote learning infrequently or never used

7 students encouraged to communicate about their backgrounds and interests
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collaborative skills

A pervasive demand of the information age in which we live is that everyone be abl

to do complex thinking such as problem solving complex thinking often takes place bes

in groups which means that people need to be able to share ideas and to collaborate witlwitditl

one another dumaine 1990 we see this trend in schools in the form of cooperative

learning slavin 1990 and other methodologies in order to prepare students fo

successful learning and achievement in groups at school and at work educators

including those of us in language education should help them learn the collaborate
skills they will need to work and to learn with others

many advocates of cooperative learning eg johnson johnson & holubec 1993

consider the teaching of collaborative skills to be an essential component of instruction iiij

which group activities are used what are the collaborative skills that students need tit

learn As with functions many lists and categorical systems exist below is one attemaftemattempattemptP

at listing and categorizing some of the important collaborative skills jacobs gan & ball

19951995pp82appp 828382 83

key collaborative skills

group forming skills

I11 getting into groups efficiently greeting others

2 greeting others

3 introducing oneself introducing others

4 using peoples names when speaking to them

5 ending a group activity

6 saying goodbye

basic group functioning skills

7 saying thanks responding to thanks

8 attentive listening

9 giving praise

10 waiting patiently trying not to keep others waiting

11 asking for help

12 giving help

13 apologizing accepting apologies
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14 encouraging others to participate responding to encouragement to participate

15 asking questions responding to questions

16 saying no accepting no

17 giving instructions following instructions

18 interrupting apappropriatelypropri ate y accepting appropriate interruptions

19 using humourhumous to help group functioning

20 getting the group back on task

21 paraphrasing

22 observing and commenting on group functioning

idea exchange skills

23 making a plan

24 making suggestionssuggestions respondingresponding to suggestions

25 asking for reasons giving reasons

26 asking for feedback giving feedback

27 giving negative feedback responding to negative feedback

28 disagreeing politely responding to disagreement

29 checking accuracy

30 checking for understanding

31 persuading others

32 compromising

33 summarizingsuinmarizing

teaching collaborative skills

johnson johnson and holubec 1993 propose a six part procedure for teaching

collaborative skills see dishon & oleary 1993 and kagan 1994 for other ideas

the six parts are

1 explain the need for the skill

2 help students see what the skill looks and sounds like
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3 provide opportunities for students to practice the skill in isolation from other

course content

4 encourage students to use the skill as they work together on other course

objectives

5 provide time for students to think about and discuss their use of the skill and plan

their future use

6 help students persevere in using the skill on a longtermlong term basis

integrating language usage function and collaborative skills

there is much overlapping between the language functions list and the collaborative

skills lists presented here and it is not coincidental that such overlapping exists after all

the key function of language is to communicate and much of that communication takes

one form or another of collaboration the more skilled students become at using language

the better they become at collaborating language educators can help students learn

language functions and collaborative skills by integrating these two key areas

the following section presents some examples of how the authors of this article have

integrated language functions and collaborative skills

jigsaw

one of the best known cooperative learning techniques is jigsaw coelho 1992b

heres an example of how we use jigsaw A reading passage on the causes and solutions

to the problem of air pollution is divided into parts just like a jigsaw puzzle is divided into

pieces students form groups of four called home teams each home team member gets

one piece of the passage they then leave their home team and form an expert team with

three people from other home teams who have the same piece of the passage the job of

the expert team is to learn their piece well and prepare to teach it to their home team

next the expert teams disband and students return to their home teams where they

take turns teaching their pieces of the passage finally the group does a task requiring

information from all the passage pieces they are to decide which of the proposed

solutions for air pollution is possible and what they can do to make it happen the drawing

below illustrates one way of doing jigsaw jacobs gan & ball 1995 p 16
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figure 1
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knowledge to perform a task
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jigsaw facilitates learning of both language and content by providing a highly
interactive way to structure instruction each student must leamlearn the content and the

relevant language to teach to their home team members and then the home team must
listen carefully and put together the information to complete the task

jigsaw could involve the majority of the language functions on finocchiaro and
brumfittbrumfitsBrumfits 1983 list as well as the majority of the collaborative skills on jacobs et al s

1995 list A few of these are listed in table 1

table 1

language function corresponding example
collaborative skill

category function category skill

personal 1 expressing group 2 greeting when students form the
pleasure forming others expert teams and meet

skills the other members
they might say hi
john its nice to work
with you again

Interinterpersonalinterpersoperso al 11 compli-
menting

basic group 9 giving after someone finishes
functioning praise teaching their piece to

someone the home team some
might say you taught
us your piece very
well thank you

directive 13 making 15 asking if one team member
requests questions doesnt understand

what another has said
they might say
would you say that

again please

imaginative 24 solving idea 24 making when the team is doing
problems exchange suggestions their task one member

might suggest a
solution by saying 1 I
think it will be possible
to reduce air pollution
if we all try to walk
more and take cars
less

table I11 language functions and collaborative skills useful in the jigsaw technique

numbers refer to the numbers from the lists of language functions and collaborative skills
given earlier in the article
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another popular cooperative learning technique is called numbered heads together
heres an example of how we use it students form groups of four each group member
gets a number 1 2 3 or 4 thats where the numbered part of the name comes from

then the class reads a passage next the teacher or a student asks a question about the

passage we try to include thinking questions in addition to questions where the answer
can be taken directly from the passage group members collaborate to develop an answer
to the question and an explanation for their answer this is where the heads together
part of the name comes from finally the teacher calls a number and the student in each

group with that number presents their groups answer and the reasoning behind it the
following drawing illustrates numbered heads together jacobs gan & ball 1995 p
57

figure 2

numbered head together
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2 teacher asks a question and students put their heads together to develop an answer
and an explanation for their answer 8
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3 teacher calls a number 1122 3 or 4 the student with that number in each group
gives their groups answer and explanation
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numbered heads together encourages peer tutoring because students need to explaiexplain

their answers it does not help students learn if their groupmatesgroupgroupmatesjustmates just give them the answeansbe
but learning is promoted when students see how the answer was obtained numberenumbered

heads together also encourages all members to participate and to learn in the croulgroujgroul
because they do not know which number the teacher will call so they all need t

understand their groups answer and be able to explain it in contrast in typical grou
activities the top student in the group is the one who almost always acts as th

spokesperson

numbered heads together like jigsaw could involve most of the language function
on finocchiaro and brumfitsbrumfittBrumfits 1983 list as well as most of the collaborative skills on th

list by jacobs et al A few of these functions and collaborative skills which may occumccu

when the technique is used are listed in table 2

table 2

language function corresponding example
collaborative skill

category function category skill

inter-
personal

9 indicating idea 28 dis-
agreeing

A group member
disagreement exchange disagrees with anothersters

politely answer and says
YO
you

may be right but heherese s

another possible answer

inter-
personal

6 extending basic group 14 encou-
raging

A group member has not
invitations functioning contributed any ideas to

others to the group another
participate member asks susan

whats your opinion about
this

referential 22070 asking for idea 30 A group member does not
a definition exchange checking understand a word in the

for under-
standing

text and asks what does
belligerent mean

table 2 language functions and collaborative skills useful in the numbered heads
together technique

numbers refer to the numbers from the lists of language functions and collaborative skills
given earlier in the article
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one students story

teachers who try cooperative learning often mention the problem of dealing with

students who are behind others in terms of acquisition of academic language and skills

every term we have a few such students with significantly lower proficiency than

their classmates often due to cultural reasons the less proficient students dont want to

publicly acknowledge their need for additional help by coming to us one effective way

to give such students the help that they need is to involve them in cooperative groups of
mixed proficiency because they often feel freer to ask for help from their peers

A case in point is alexander a professional from a highly oral middle eastern culture
who came to the united states for special computer training alexander needed to pass a

series of english courses before applying to a technical college his ESL teachers

observed that his literacy skills in english were extremely low that he suffered from a

number of physical symptoms related to stress severe headaches eye strain etc and that
he didnt mix well socially with other students because of his low self confidence

attempts to talk to him about his difficulties with english were unsuccessful due to

his personal and cultural beliefs about what it means to be a slower leamerlearner work in

cooperative learning groups proved to be the most successful method of helping him

cooperatively structured work in small groups also helped him to improve his

collaborative skills and his conversational ability in english furthermore his self esteem
greatly improved from his interaction with other students

alexander remained in the US and became a functioning member of the culture
capable of conversing with americans and others in fairly fluent english it is

questionable whether or not he would have achieved any of these things if he had not had
the exposure to cooperative learning and opportunities to practice the various functions of
american english in a supportive setting

closing comments

the purpose of this article has been to argue for the teaching of collaborative skills as

part of the use of group activities we believe that such teaching far from detracting from
language learning actually aids it As coelho 1992a states

the many parallels between linguistic functions and cooperative group

skills suggest that cooperative learning can provide the foundation for a

communicative curriculum design in providing opportunities for students

to develop specific group skills we can focus on the corresponding

language functions p 39
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group activities form an important part of modern communicative language teaching

by spending time helping students learn the collaborative skills necessary for successful

group functioning we language teachers also help students learn language which will be

useful in and out of the classroom the six step procedure described above for teaching

collaborative skills provides good ideas for doing this however in the rush to get through

the syllabus or the textbook there is a great temptation to skip some or all of these steps

please consider the wisdom of omitting this potentially important element of instruction

according to mcdonell 1992 learning through groups provides students with many

benefits but teaching students to function in cooperative groups takes time and is a gradual

process that requires patience and a guiding hand from the teacher while students leamlearn to

listen to and trust each other given time cooperative learning can be a supportive and

successful method of learning for many different types of students
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